Reales Wordpress Plugin
Description
This plugin is intended to be used with Reales platform to display your listings and brokers on your
Wordpress site

Installation
The plugin is installed by adding the zip file through Wordpress admin.

Setup
Once the plugin is activated four pages will be created - map search, regular search, single listing
and brokers.
To make the requests work Reales API code needs to be added to WP Reales settings page.
Additionally it is possible to add Google Maps API code to use Google Maps instead of
OpenStreetMap.

Manual Configuration
Single listing page
The single listing page will be used to display detail view of listings.
Add the shortcode to a page you want to use as single listings page
[single_listing]

NB! After creating the page mark this page as single listing page from WP Reales menu.

Map search page
Add the shortcode to a page to display map search
[reales_listings_map width="100%" height="65vh"]

Width and height can be specified using any valid CSS unit including px, %, em, vh, vw etc.

Search page
Add the shortcode to a page to display search filters and search results.

[filter_listings columns=3]

Choose the number of columns that best suits your layout.
NB! After creating the page mark this page as search page from WP Reales menu.
The search page shortcode can also be created from the page WYSIWYG editor menu.
Additional search pages can be created with predefined filters to create landing pages for SEO
purposes.

Brokers page
Add the shortcode to a page to display list of brokers.
[all_brokers columns=2]

Choose the number of columns that best suits your layout.

Search form
Search form can be added anywhere on the site with the shortcode
[search_form]

It is also possible to choose only some of the filters to display on the search form with the
included_filters parameter.
[search_form included_filters=type,transaction,price]

Possible filters are:
type,transaction,price,rooms,lotsize,floor,floors,bedrooms,bathrooms,usage_purpose,
condition

Search form widget
The search form widget is available for including in the sidebar through Wordpress widgets system.

Troubleshooting
Plugin did not create one or more of the required pages on activation
Check that you don't already have pages or posts with the same name (Map search, Search listings,

Brokers, Listing details). You can choose to configure the required pages manually or delete
existing pages and deactivate and activate the plugin again.

